We have developed a moving-object segmentation method for standard-compliant DCT-based video coder. To be compliant with current block-based video coding standards, the proposed algorithm uses the DCT coefficients and motion vector of a block, respectively, as spatial and temporal features of segmentation. Since block-based motion vector may not be sufficient to represent true motion of object, the proposed algorithm overcomes this problem by using statistical approach. Moreover, the proposed segmentation algorithm operates in parallel with the video coding. Therefore, the proposed segmentation algorithm can be efficiently integrated in parallel with the DCT-based video coder for the improvement of coding efficiency as well as segmentation accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Video segmentation is to partition a video sequence into several regions according to a given criterion. In MPEG-4, video coder requires object segmentation as preprocessing, so that the compression efficiency can be improved. In addition, static sprite in MPEG-4 can improve the compression efficieny, where a static sprite is a large image describing panoramic background [ 1] [2] .
Depending on a user interaction, segmentation techniques can be categorized into automatic and semiautomatic segmentation [3] [4] . However, in real-time applications such as video conferencing and remote surveillance, the user interation is limited. Thus, automatic segmentation is preferred to semi-automatic in real-time applications.
Most video coding standards such as MPEG-4 and H .2 6 3 adopt spatial-domain motion-estimation (SD -ME) proposed segmentation uses the DCT coefficients and motion vector of a block as spatio-temporal features for segmentation, it is integrated with the TD-ME coder. In addition, the proposed algorithm is used for a sprite-based coding without any input information such as segmentation mask. The proposed algorithm not only segments moving objects but also improves the coding efficiency of the coder. Figure 1 shows the structure of the proposed segmentation in the TD-ME coder. In the TD-ME coder, motion vector and DCT coefficients are produced for the video coding (compression), and the proposed segmentation algorithm uses the motion vector and DCT coefficients as spatio-temporal features for segmentation. Thus, the proposed segmentation algorithm operates in parallel with the video coding. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed moving-object segmentation algorithm, which uses adaptive sprite. Suppose that an object is moving in a video sequence. At first, each frame is divided into several homogeneous regions. These regions are classified into dynamic regions and static regions by the proposed algorithm. Dynamic regions are parts of moving object, which is moving at current frame. Next, projected regions are found among static regions by projecting the moving objects at previous frame. These projected regions are classified into projected dynamic regions and uncovered regions by the proposed algorithm. Projected dynamic regions are part of moving object, which was moving at previous frame but stops at current frame. At last, moving objects are formed from both dynamic regions and projected dynamic regions.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Overview
In the proposed sprite generation, it is supposed that segmentation information and sprite information are unknown in advance. The proposed segmentation algorithm considers the first frame of a video sequence as initial sprite. After the segmentation information is obtained, the proposed algorithm updates the sprite adaptively. Figure 3 shows the proposed adaptive sprite generation. Sprite-blocks can be divided into certain and uncertain. If a sprite-block has been updated or certain up to the previous frame, the sprite-block must be included in a sprite and is called certain sprite-block. But if a spriteblock has not been updated or certain up to the previous frame, the sprite-block might not be a sprite and is called uncertain sprite-block.
For the uncovered block, the sprite-block is updated and become certain if it is not the same as the uncovered block. But, the sprite-block is not updated if it is the same as the uncovered block. In this case, the sprite-block must be certain. For blocks except the uncovered block, the sprite-block might be uncertain if the block has never been an uncovered block up to now. And the sprite-block might be certain if the block has never been a covered block or a moving block up to now.
Temporal feature for segmentation
Let active blocks be inter-coded blocks with non-zero motion vector or intra-coded blocks, whereas inactive blocks be inter-coded blocks with zero motion vector. where bt,x,y is an 8 x 8 block at time t and location (x, y ) with motion vector (ux, u y ) .
Spatial feature for segmentation
From DCT coefficients v(k, I ) , 0 I k , E I 7 , of 8 x8 block, spatial feature vector is defined as follows, Spatially similar blocks have similar spatial feature vector and form a homogeneous region. In a region, if the number of true moving blocks is larger than the number of false moving blocks, then the region is a dynamic region. Otherwise, the region is a static region.
Projected dynamic region detection
As shown in Figure 2 , projected dynamic region detection classifies all regions into projected dynamic regions and static regions.
In a region, all blocks are classified into type4 and type41 blocks according to classification rules, which are differently applied to certain sprite and uncertain sprite.
The classification rule for certain sprite is given as follows, As shown in Figure 2 , dynamic region detection classifies all regions into dynamic regionss and static regions. In a region, all blocks are classified into type-I and type-II blocks according to classification rules, which are differently applied to intercoded dynamic blocks and intra-coded dynamic blocks. Sdr,x,y = M 4 b , y 9 bsp&e,x,y 1 fdt,x,y and sdf,x,y are the inter-frame differences of bf,,y with previous frame and sprite, respectively.
MSE(bi, b ) is a mean of squared error between bi and
In a projected region, if the number of type-I blocks is larger than the number of type-I1 blocks, then the region is a projected dynamic region. Otherwise, the region is an uncovered region.
Finally, dynamic regions and projected dynamic regions form a moving object at current frame. 
EXPERIMENTS
The proposed moving-object segmentation algorithm employing sprite-generation is implemented on the TD-ME coder. A sprite is initially the first frame of a video sequence and is updated during the coding. In the TD-ME coder of Figure 1 , motion-compensated error is transmitted to the decoder after VLC. However, motioncompensated error is selectively transmitted in the proposed TD-ME coder. Le., blocks in the moving objects are motion-compensated, coded and transmitted. Thus, the proposed video coder has to send a binary map of the segmented object shape to the decoder Experiments are performed on "silent voice" QCIF sequence, which has a frame rate of 30 Hz with sampling rate of 10 Hz. And Figure 4 shows one of the experimental results.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an automatic and block-based moving-object segmentation algorithm, which uses adaptive sprite and operates in parallel with DCT-based video coder. The proposed DCT-based coder does not require any segmentation mask a priori because the proposed segmentation algorithm uses features that are essential for video coding. Experimental results show that the coding efficiency as well as the segmentation accuracy are improved.
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